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Hello,

Hope you are safe and healthy!

With the Vision of “Enabling people to live extraordinary lives, and be the light for the world”,
XIMB has adopted the holistic approach of education including both Academics as well as other
Cultural endeavors. 

In line with this, Xpressions is our flagship cultural and business fest, which binds all 'XIMBian'
together and has a legacy of 33+ years. Some of the key achievements of Xpressions throughout
the years are as follows:

Xpressions 2019 saw a footfall of 20,000 people with participation from many elite
colleges across India. Have a glimpse: Xpressions2019AfterMovie
It gathered attention from national media with celebrities like Mika Singh, Sunidhi
Chauhan, Farhan Akhtar, and many more
Xpressions social media posts and website gathered around 10 lakh impressions,
highlighting our strong presence in the digital media
Xpressions hosted many case study competitions offering solutions for real-world
business problems for firms while exposing students to the corporate world

Even in these challenging times, we strive to make the year eventful and produce the same
magic moments. Hence, we invite your esteemed colleges and institutions to participate and
have a platform to compete at a National Level in various offered academic and cultural
activities.

To smoothen participation, the Xpressions Steering Committee is launching the Campus
Ambassador Program for Xpressions 2020.

Use this link to Register

For further details, read below.

What will be your role?

As Campus Ambassadors, you will be designated as the key point of contact for all
communications about Xpressions for your campus. During this period, you will work closely
with the Xpressions Steering Committee. Selected CAs will be expected to represent their
colleges in all the events being conducted by Xpressions and organize workshops as

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J8gJAat1jJg
https://d2c.pw/7vFPCO


required in their own colleges. They will encourage a creative environment among their
colleagues and friends with diverse academic, social, and cultural events of Xpressions. The
working hours will be flexible, which would serve as a great learning and networking
experience with students across multiple institutions.

What will you get it?

This role will be loaded with lots of opportunities and incentives for CAs. They are as follows:

Receive official E-certificates from Xpressions Steering Committee
Free Coupons for the events being organized under Xpressions
Exclusive pass for the celebrity night, one of the most awaited events in Xpressions
Last but not least, one of a lifetime experience of being involved in one of the biggest
fests organized by B-Schools in India. 
The best performing Campus Ambassador will be rewarded at the end of the program. 

For any queries, contact:
Anubhav Das, Campus Engagement Secretary
Phone No.: +91 9861137171
Devansh Jajodia, Business Events Secretary
Phone No.: +91 9124046466  

Best Regards,
Xpressions Steering Committee | Xpressions '20 
Xavier Institute of Management, Bhubaneswar 
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